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Ascension Day

Bishop Andrew's monthly message
Last month he reflected on earth being a 'rehearsal
space for heaven', following a conversation with some
Year 7 pupils…
Earlier this week I was asked by a group of Year 7
school pupils what church was ‘for’ and what it was
‘like’.

I responded that church was ‘a rehearsal space for the
kingdom of heaven’, following this somewhat baffling
description by explaining how my favourite part of
secondary school was the annual school play: the thrill
of belonging to a cast and working together for a final
production.
The plays and musicals (Bugsy Malone being my first,
I recall) were like a heightened version of everyday
life and rehearsing them took much commitment, collaboration, and hilarity.
Church does seem to me almost like that: the place
where we enact the drama of salvation, learning the
words and ways that help us to know and play our
part in the Christian story. The congregation isn’t the
audience but invited into the cast – just as Jesus
called disciples not simply to watch and appreciate
him, but to ‘go and do likewise’.
With the assurance of my prayers,

‘When Christ went up to Heaven the Apostles stayed’
Gazing at Heaven with souls and wills on fire,
Their hearts on flight along the track He made,
Winged by desire.

“Earth is one desert waste of banishment,
Life is one long-drawn anguish of decay.
Where Thou wert wont to go we also went:
Why not today?”
Nevertheless a cloud cut off their gaze:
They tarry to build up Jerusalem,
Watching for Him, while thro’ the appointed days
He watches them.
They do His Will, and doing it rejoice,
Patiently glad to spend and to be spent:
Still He speaks to them, still they hear His Voice
And are content.

From a poem by
Christina Rossetti

+Andrew.
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C of E is paralysed by its privilege in society
—taken from The Church Times

IN 1913, an unknown author, simply identified as “One of the
Bees” (presumably a shy cleric concerned for his reputation), published a 200page booklet, Is Christianity a Colossal Failure?
The booklet describes the awful lives endured by millions of Edwardian women, and the failure of the Church to change the nature of their existence. Here
are portrayed box-makers and artificial flower-makers, boot-sewers and dressmakers, hat-makers, and photographic plate-makers, all working industriously
to keep their households the right side of starvation.
They could as easily be today’s school cleaners and delivery drivers, baristas
and checkout assistants, farmhands, or postal workers. The author’s words
traverse 110 years as if it were a day.
The author is angry and frustrated, and spares no punches in targeting the
Church hierarchy: “I say without hesitation that, if our national Christianity
were a practical, vital reality, instead of the mean, hollow, theoretical thing
that it certainly is, our commercial, political, social and religious life would be
permeated with the divine spirit of unselfishness and consideration for others.”
As the Church faces unique, even fundamental, challenges about the future of
its ministry in this decade, class and economics again take centre stage. The
parishes are told to give, give, give; for the Church is poor. In truth, we all
know that the Church is abundantly wealthy, but that the centre is determined
to hold on to it .
The Church of England is stuck in a middle-class philanthropic interpretation
of faith — we have something to give — rather than a transformational understanding — we have something to receive. Our wealth is representative of
this. The privilege and security of the Church’s leadership are dangerously
problematic; for we are paralysed by our privilege.
TAKING a drink in a social club after a funeral recently, surrounded by ordinary, working-class men and women, I was painfully aware of the social distance between me and my parishioners: a bridge that I was keen to cross, but
had neither the language nor culture to find my way.
It was far from the first time that I have experienced this. I recall, more than a
decade ago, not having the language to talk to spliff-smoking parents who
were pushing their children’s buggies through an estate in Leeds; or, more
recently, not really knowing how to talk to retired miners around the old pit
villages of Nottinghamshire.
To overcome these barriers of class and economics requires a much more radical agenda than any currently being considered. Just as the rich man cannot
enter the Kingdom of God, a rich Church cannot represent it. To remain a
4
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Drain the tin of pineapple chunks into a sieve over a
large measuring jug, you should have about 300 ml
of pineapple juice.
Mix the cornflour with 2 tablespoons of pineapple
juice and set aside.
In a bowl, mix the remaining pineapple juice with
the vinegar, soy sauce, sugar, tomato ketchup and
ground ginger until smooth.
Season with a little salt and pepper.
Heat the oil in a wok until hot.
Add the chicken pieces and cook on a high heat for
about 5 minutes, turning a couple of times until well
browned all over.
Add the red pepper, carrot, onion and sugar snap
peas and cook for about 5 - 7 minutes, stirring
often.
Add the pineapple chunks and spring onions to the
pan along with the sauce, stirring well to mix.
Cook for about 5 minutes until the pineapple is hot
and the chicken is cooked all the way through.
Stir in the cornflour and pineapple juice mixture and
cook for about 5 minutes until the sauce is thick and
glossy.
Serve.
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Tarrant’s Tasty Treat….
Easy sweet and sour chicken
1 tbsp olive oil
Salt and pepper
4 chicken breast fillets, cut into
chunks
1 red pepper, sliced
1 carrot, peeled and sliced
1 small onion, peeled and cut into eighths
A handful of sugar snap peas
400 gram can pineapple chunks, keep the juice
for making the sauce
4 spring onions
Sauce
1 tbsp cornflour
300 ml pineapple juice
2 tbsp malt vinegar
2 tbsp white sugar
1 tbsp soy sauce
3 tbsp tomato ketchup
½ tsp ground ginger

national Church of universal relevance requires that we level down to the communities that Jesus cares about, so that he can lift them up.
We need to address the embarrassment of our wealth, and use it radically to
reinvest in indigenous, parochial ministry, with training delivered contextually.
Only by addressing both wealth and ministry together will parish ministry flourish once more.
Our entire training model is currently designed to support and reinforce the
“set- apart”, exclusive, power/wealth model that the institution requires for its
own justification and survival. We see this in the way in which clergy are taught
to believe that they have something external to give rather than something indigenous to discover. We see it in our endless hierarchies and acronyms. It is a
mindset that draws us away from, instead of towards, others.
If we continue on the current trajectory, the only church communities that face
a chance of thriving in the future are the ones that already are. Those that
struggle will have to bid for help. When such a characteristic of the marketeconomy model is used to support the weakest in the Church, one realises how
far we have moved away from the gospel.
THIS radical agenda begins with the rediscovery of our calling as human beings
made in the image of God. This is our first calling, and arguably the most important. Further, by being universal, shared with every other human being, it is
also deeply humbling; for we have nothing to give someone else, other than
the invitation to discover who they truly already are: a child of God.
If the Church can use its wealth to invest in indigenous ordained ministry, there
is a chance that it can retain a universal national relevance. Through it, we
might discover a new richness to ordained ministry, and it will enable the callings of many who feel drawn together by Jesus.

The Revd David Ford is Team Rector in the Bromsgrove Team Ministry, and
Rector of Dodford, in Worcester diocese.
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Mary and the Donkey
~ a rhyme for Palm Sunday
It's all so very grand, she said
And I don't understand the words
She's standing by the flowerbed
It's all so very grand, she said
With butterflies around her head
I'm better talking to the birds
It's all so very grand, she said
And I don't understand the words
I do like Jesus though, she said
And sang a little hymn she knew
It's just at school I never read
I do like Jesus though, she said
But people hurt him and he bled
I didn't like that bit, did you?
I do like Jesus though, she said
And sang a little hymn she knew
He liked the donkeys too, she said
He rode a donkey once, they say
She stroked the little donkey's head
He liked the donkeys too, she said
Some folk on earth do gentle tread
And donkeys have their part to play
He liked the donkeys too, she said
He rode a donkey once, they say

After a disruptive couple of years (due to COVID) the
Mother’s Union Holiday Home at Rockley Park is now able
to open fully in 2022.
One of the projects that uses the Mother’s Union Holiday
Home is AFIA, or "Away From It All", which seeks to
enable families in need to go on holiday.
The Mother’s Union Holiday Home can also be booked by
anyone outside of school holidays.
The Diocese of Salisbury Mothers' Union says:
"Our holiday home comes well equipped, can sleep up to
six people and is only 10 mins walk from the beach. We
want you to enjoy your time away at Rockley
Park. Whether you like outdoor water sports, prefer a
heated pool, perhaps a game of bowls or crazy golf,
there's something for everyone. You don't have to cook;
there's plenty of food outlets on site. You can take in the
stunning views either by walking or sitting. We hope our
holiday home gives you space away from the hum-drum of
day to day life. Everyone is welcome to apply."
Costs are from £300 for referred families and other very
attractive prices are available on enquiry.

Further information can be obtained by
emailing murockleyholidayhome@gmail.com
or by calling 07981 743627.

© Gail Foster 14th April 2019
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The Refugee
All that I was, I no longer am
All that I have, I hold in my hand
My home, my love, my world are all gone
One among thousands, I shuffle along.
Only last week I knew who I was
All that has gone, and only because
Someone in a land a long way away
Turned life into hell one terrible day.
He started a war, his heart icy cold
He rained down his hell on the young and the old
I ran for my life for I had no choice
And nobody heard the fear in my voice.
Everything’s gone, and all that is ‘me’
Summed up in a word – the word ‘refugee’.
I have no control, no say in my fate
Just one in a crowd, I stand and I wait.
Waiting for what? The future’s unclear,
For armed men have taken all that I held dear
Along with my hopes, and all I had planned
All swept away by the tanks in my land.

War in Ukraine:
John Rutter pens new work after Ukraine invasion
John Rutter, the composer, has written a new choral work in response
to the invasion of Ukraine.
Funds raised from ‘A Prayer for Ukraine’, are going to the Disasters
Emergency Committee’s Ukraine appeal.
Rutter explained: “How can a composer respond to a global tragedy?
I suppose by writing music: like everybody I have been shocked and
dismayed by the events of recent days.
“The first thing I wanted to do was write music that would respond in
my own way. I went to a late-night service in my old college chapel
where they sang a setting of a lovely Ukrainian prayer, so having
encountered the Ukrainian text, on Thursday I wrote my own music. I
hope the meaning of the text will resonate in people’s hearts.”
The words of the piece, which are originally in Ukrainian, translate
into English as: “Good Lord protect the Ukraine. Give her strength,
courage, faith, and hope. Amen.”
He added: “I hope it speaks in terms which reach out to the Ukrainian
people in their hour of need.”
Listen to the new work at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bx4QFxfW2s

One thing alone puts a smile on my face
A far nicer stranger has come to this place;
A bed for the night? A cup of hot tea?
And – best of all – someone who sees me as me.
By Nigel Beeton
8
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I am just writing to let you know the details for this year’s Hilfield Youth
Camp. Bookings are now open. It runs from 13 -21st August 2021. Please
do pass the info onto any families who you have contact with who have
teenager young people aged 13 -17 (school years 8 up) that might be
interested in attending. Young people come from all over the country come
so do pass on the info to Grandparents you know as they may have
Grandchildren who live elsewhere who they might like to suggest it to or
other relevant contacts that you have.

Book Review
Celtic Prayer
Caught Up in Love
Edited by David Cole (Brother Cassian),
BRF, £12.99
This rich collection of essays, conversations and reflections
from 30 members of the Community of Aidan and Hilda
distils the ancient wisdom of the Celtic Christians and
applies it to the lived reality of contemporary readers.
It can be helpful for anyone drawn to explore teachings
about prayer from a Celtic perspective. It offers deep
spiritual truths woven beautifully with usable prayers, ‘like a
piece of Celtic knotwork flowing around the page of an
illuminated scripture.’
As David Cole writes in his
introduction: “Celtic Christian
spirituality is about embodying the
Divine in every aspect of your life,
and prayer is a significant part of
that.”

The camp is run by an experienced team of volunteers (including me!) , it
offers up to 60 young people aged 13 to 17 years the chance of a low cost,
fun holiday in stunning surroundings, while exploring a Christian theme.
This camp is built on friendship, community and faith and is held at Hilfield
Friary so draws on the Franciscan tradition. The young people are involved
in all aspects of the camp from cooking meals to planning and leading
worship. All the young people are supported to get fully involved and to use
the gifts and skills they bring. As well as getting involved in lots of activities
throughout the day and evening, including trips to the beach, adventure
activities, challenges and games. Through all this the leadership has a
caring and encouraging style, allowing individuals to express their feelings
and positively recognise the validity of their own views and ask questions
about faith and life. There is lots more information on the
websitewww.hilfieldyouthcamp.co.uk I am very happy to talk with you or
any groups of young people or parents who would like further information.
Bookings can be made through the website. The camp cost £130 for the
full 9 days, if booked before the 1st May and £150 if booked May – July.
This includes all activities and food. www.hilfieldyouthcamp.co.uk If anyone
would struggle with the full cost of the camp then please do get in touch
through the website as financial help may be possible.
Please do pass this on to anyone who may be interested – young people
can come as individuals or with friends and as groups. There is normally
about 40 -60 people on the camp so everyone gets to know each other
really quickly.

Lizzie Whitbread
Senior Adviser for Work with Children and Young People
Tel: 07500828184
20
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Services for May
Sunday 1st May—Easter 3
8.00am
BCP Holy Communion
10.30am
Parish Communion
Monday 2nd May—St Philip and St James
8.30am Morning Prayer
Tuesday 3rd May
6.30pm
Holy Communion at St Mary’s
Wednesday 4th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Thursday 5th May
10.00am
Holy Communion at St John’s
Friday 6th May
8.30am Morning Prayer
Sunday 8th May—Easter 4
8.00am
BCP Holy Communion
10.30am
Parish Communion
Monday 9th May
8.30am Morning Prayer
Tuesday 10th May
6.30pm
Holy Communion at St Mary’s
Wednesday 11th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Thursday 12th May
10.00am
Holy Communion at St John’s
Friday 13th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer

animal and plant life. Yet reconnecting with the world and the universe is incredibly grounding, stabilising, and life-giving.
Telling someone to #TouchGrass became a popular online insult
in recent years. It implied that someone or their ideas were so
crazy, that it was obvious they were spending too much time
online and they needed to go outside and calm down.
Then over the last year the meaning of the #TouchGrass
changed, to something positive. It became a shout of encouragement between people aware that they spent too much online to
encourage one another to disconnect and spend more time in the
real world.
Most of us are spending too much time online or in front of the
TV, something greatly exacerbated by the pandemic. We could all
benefit from spending more of our lives away from screens, just
sitting on the grass somewhere and watching nature, alone or
with friends.
We are part of a system of life – God’s creation – which extends
not only to all life forms on this planet but to every galaxy of the
universe. This is a mind-bending, awe-inspiring, miracle. The endless banality of our technologically-driven culture, with its incessant artificial light and air conditioning and glowing screens that
display the same social media sites in every country risk disconnecting us from the reality that we are a magnificent, miraculous
species in a world and a universe of wonder.
It is too easy to forget that. Sometimes we need to switch off and
just touch grass.

Saturday 14th May—St Matthias

Best regards,

Sunday 15th May—Easter 5
8.00am BCP Holy Communion
10.30am
Parish Communion

Gerry Lynch

Monday 16th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Tuesday 17th May
6.30pm
Holy Communion at St Mary’s
10
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Switch Off and #TouchGrass
There is a pear tree next to the back door of the curate’s house. It has
been a joy over the last two weeks noticing it change – from having
bare branches, to the first green buds, and finally watching the flowers
develop and form fully into a riot of subtle whitish greens and pinks.
Last year I didn’t notice it until it was in full blossom. Perhaps I was
distracted by the return to church and some minimal amount of socialising in April 2021. At this time of year change happens quickly, but at
first subtly. If one does not pay close attention, one is confronted by it
suddenly, especially if life is very busy.
Modern life can feel like it has been designed to disconnect us from
the natural world. One of the things I noticed in my first week in Devizes was how dark and detailed the night skies were from my back garden, even in late June, with a fine view of the Milky Way. As a city boy
who had been interested in stargazing since childhood, this was a surprise treat.
Even after all these years, I can remember quite distinctly what the
northern skies looked like from my parents’ back yard in the mid1980s. By this period, in a city centre location, the skies were already
considerably affected by light pollution. Yet things have degraded further to the point that I estimate that about three-quarters of the stars
then visible in Belfast with the naked eye no longer are.
Even in Devizes, the night sky is only a pale shadow of what our ancestors’ took for granted. The summertime Milky Way, for example,
should be full of structure and complexity – while it is impressively
ghostly here, detail is no longer visible from Devizes. Many more stars
would have been visible than are today in this country, even in remote
countryside; against the dark countryside, the night sky felt bright. I
have experienced this, even in recent years, in Dorset where the
councils turn many street lights off in the early hours.

Wednesday 18th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Thursday 19th May
10.00am
Holy Communion at St John’s
Friday 20th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Sunday 22nd May—Easter 6
8.00am
BCP Holy Communion
10.30am
Parish Communion
Monday 23rd May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Tuesday 24th May
6.30pm
Holy Communion at St Mary’s
Wednesday 25th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Thursday 26th May—Ascension Day
Tower Service time tba
10.00am
Holy Communion at St John’s
Friday 27th May
8.30am Morning Prayer
Sunday 29th May—Easter 7
10.30am
Parish Communion
Monday 30th May
8.30am
Morning Prayer
Tuesday 31st May—
6.30pm
Holy Communion at St Mary’s

The night sky should fill us with awe, an awareness of the sheer scale
and beauty of the cosmos, but in the places where most people live
today only a thin scattering of very bright stars are visible. Similarly, it
is easy to be disconnected with the miracle of the seasonal rhythms of
18
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Omnes ad Unum
In January 2015, rather the same as the situation now, the regular
income and plate donations did not cover the necessary expenditure
of the church.
It was decided that it would be a good idea if some events to
generate cash could be organised and Ali Morley, our curate, then
was charged with finding “volunteers” to start the process. A wellattended meeting was organised. At that meeting it was decided that
a “membership” of St John’s with a subscription was inappropriate as
the congregation essentially was its membership. It was also decided
on the name, that Omnes would organise and co-ordinate social
events to raise funds, that it would not hold jumble sales. But the
most significant decisions were that from each event a proportion of
the profit would be distributed to a charity or charities and that proportion would not be less than 50%. Furthermore Omnes would act
independently of the PCC and encourage the support and involvement of those who are not parishioners of St Johns . In essence
Omnes would book for events via The Parish Office, but benefit from
no booking fees.
Omnes ad Unum came into being on these bases in March 2015 to
raise funds for St John as the civic and community church for Devizes
together with good local causes by organising events. Since inception
it has been responsible for the raising of almost £160,000 of which
over 85% has been directly to the benefit of local charities. Much of
the money actually distributed has resulted in the beneficiaries being
able to obtain further funding grants: hence this large figure.
It operates under the charitable status of the Church of England and
continues to be run entirely by non-paid volunteers, and does not
incur any fixed overheads. Volunteers are drawn from various backgrounds. Whilst originally established to augment St Johns cash flow
but with its interaction with the community many of its events are
now part of Devizes regular events. In 2021 86 local businesses
participated in the Advent Window Trails together with a further 48
household supporters.
12

No one who knew the Caterpillar
Would know it in the Butterfly,
No one who knows the Butterfly
Would see in it
Even the memory
Of Caterpillar,
Yet within there is
A continuity of being
A new recipe out of old ingredients
A life remade, a seed flowered,
a potency fulfilled,
There is pain in this
I am sure.
How could there not be?
There is always pain
In surrender,
In transformation,
In new life, new birth
Death before resurrection,
Letting go, before letting be
This is the divine order of things
This is why there hides
Even here, even now,
In all your old Caterpillar desiring,
In the hunger at the core of your being,
The promise of Butterfly
If you would but surrender
To the call
Of the cocoon.
If you would know,
even for a day,
The wonder of wings
The freedom of flight.
~ Richard Hendrick (Brother Richard)
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Cocoon
Events throughout the years have included a series of concerts, Pimms
parties, silent auctions, bridge days, gala dinners and visits by authors of
books, McCall Smith being a notable guest.

Do not expect cocooning
To be easy.
It is not a time of rest
But of rebirth.
They used to think
That the Caterpillar
Merely slept there,
Awaiting the wonder of wings.
This is not true.
To cocoon means
The breaking down of self,
Of letting go of all
that may be considered
Caterpillar.
Yielding to the chrysalis call.
Dropping all that is old identity,
All that is desire,
All that is hungry,
All that is eating, eating, eating,
Endlessly.
When the moment comes, called
To go to the cool dark underleaf,
underlog place,
To spin the silk of silent self,
The Caterpillar dissolves,
Touches the point of nothingness
Of being;
Become now
Neither Caterpillar
Nor Butterfly
Become simply, potential,
Until new form is found,
Until the selfmade tomb is too tight
And Butterfly is birthed,
bursting blessing, beauty.
A journey through stillness
into freedom,
Into flight,

In recent years Omnes has benefitted from a group of major sponsors enabling events such as the Christmas tree festival to expand. Foremost
among these sponsors have been Cross Engineering, Grist Environmental,
Devizes Town Council, Wansboroughs Solicitors and Wiltshire Wealth
Management. It also benefits with help from The Lions, Rotary and many
individuals.
Around Christmas Omnes ad Unum conducts its major fund raising push.
This breaks down into three elements a Christmas Tree Festival with
concerts; The Devizes Bazaar and a Draw with typical 10 to 12 major
prizes and as many as a further 40 generous prizes supplied principally
by business organisations.
Coverage of its events by the media has including a BBC Points West
feature, a radio programme from The Tree Festival by BBC Radio Wiltshire,
and often in the Gazette and Herald.
In 2022 Omnes ad Unum is adding two major events to its programme,
firstly a Grand Gala Dinner and cabaret on the 3rd June, the Jubilee Bank
Holiday evening, in the Town Hall which will endeavour to emulate the
vastly oversubscribed and highly successful Queens 90th Birthday dinner it
previously ran and a traditional English Fayre in Hillworth Park on the 11th
June the Queen’s official Birthday.
Since Omnes ad Unum’s inception beneficiaries of its events have included
Devizes & District Opportunity Centre, Bradbury Manor, 3rd Devizes
Scouts, Devizes District Guiding,Julia’s House Children’s Hospice,
Rowdeford Charity Trust, Wiltshire Young Carers, Caen Hill Countryside
Centre, Wiltshire Sight Zoom Club, Canon’s House, Dorothy House Hospice, Wiltshire Air ambulance, The Wilshire Museum, Devizes Food Bank,
DOCA and PHAB
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22 ‘After that,Jesus poured water into a basin and began to—his
disciples’ feet’ (John 13:5) (4)
23 The nature of the seven ears of corn which swallowed up the
good ears in Pharaoh’s dream (Genesis 41:23) (4)
25 Has(anag.)(3)
28 ‘This is the account of Shem,Ham and Japheth,—sons’ (Genesis
10:1) (5)
29 ‘I will...make them drunk,so that they...sleep for—and—
awake’ (Jeremiah 51:39) (4,3)
30 Paul said of him,‘he often refreshes me and is not ashamed of
my chains’ (2 Timothy 1:16) (11)

1 Overpowered (Deuteronomy 11:4) (11)
9 ‘The — are mantled with corn’ (Psalm 65:13) (7)
10 ‘Each man—a sword to his side’(Exodus32:27)(5)
11 On the death of Jesus the curtain in the temple was torn from— to
bottom (Matthew 27:51) (3)
13 Stagger(Isaiah 28:7)(4)
16 ‘Anyone,then,who knows the good he ought——and doesn’t do it,
sins’ (James 4:17) (2,2)
17 Stir up or provoke(Acts13:50)(6)
18 Burden(Luke11:46)(4)
20 ‘As far as the east is from the—,so far has he removed our transgressions from us’ (Psalm 103:12) (4)
21 Sign(Luke23:38)(6)
14

ACROSS: 1, Overwhelmed. 9, Valleys. 10, Strap. 11, Top. 13, Reel. 16,
To do. 17, Incite. 18, Load. 20, West. 21, Notice. 22, Wash. 23, Thin. 25,
Ash. 28, Noah’s. 29, Ever not. 30, Onesiphorus.
DOWN: 2, Value. 3, Reed. 4, Host. 5, Lisp. 6, Ear lobe. 7, Overflowing.
8, Opportunity. 12, Obtain. 14, Lid. 15, A cross. 19, Abstain. 20, Wet. 24,
Hindu. 25, Asks. 26, Help. 27, Hero.

Across

Down
2 Worth (Matthew 13:46) (5)
3 ‘A bruised — he will not break’ (Matthew 12:20) (4)
4 ‘Suddenly a great company of the heavenly — appeared with the
angel’ (Luke 2:13) (4)
5 Slip (anag.) (4)
6 ‘Take an awl and push it through his — — into the door, and he
will become your servant for life’ (Deuteronomy 15:17) (3,4)
7 Bountiful (2 Corinthians 8:2) (11)
8 ‘Therefore, as we have — , let us do good to all people’ (Galatians 6:10) (11)
12 Acquire(2Timothy2:10)(6)
14 Container cover(Numbers19:15)(3)
15 ‘He...became obedient to death,even death on——!’ (Philippians
2:8) (1,5)
19 Refrain(1Peter2:11)(7)
20 ‘She began to—his feet with her tears’(Luke7:38)(3)
24 One who worships Brahma,Vishnu or Shiva(5)
25 ‘Give to everyone who—you’(Luke6:30)(4)
26 ‘I lift up my eyes to the hills;where does my—come from?’ (Psalm
121:1) (4)
27 One of those whom the Lord said would be taken from Jerusalem
and Judah as judgment on them (Isaiah 3:2) (4)
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